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FOREWORD
This report covers the final work cvw_'eted on the research project
, "Ef£eccs of Angle of Attack on the Coupled Radiative and Convective Heat
Transfer About Blunt Planetary Entry Bodies." The work was supported by
the NASA/Langley Research Cence_ (Aerothermodynm_4cs Branch of the S_ace
Systems Division) through research grant NSC-1464. The grant was initially
monitored by Dr. Randolph A. Graves, Jr. of the Space Systems Division.
In recent months, the grant has been monitored by Hr..Jim J. Jones of the
Space. System Division.
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LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FLOW SOLUTTONS
RADIATI_ AND _£LATION ]_'ECTION
FOR JOVIAN ENTRY
sy
&Jay _mar 1 and S. N. Tiwari2
SUMMARY
Lem/Jsar and turbulent flov-f£eld solutions with coupled carbon-phenolic
mass /nJsction are presented for the forebody of a probe enterin8 a nominal
Jupiter amosphere. Solutions are obtained for a 35-dqree hyperboloid and
for a &5-dqtee spherically blunted cone ueinK a tins-dependent, finite-
d/f referees umthod. The radiative heatin8 rates for the coupled laminar flow
are s/4paifXcantly reduced as coq_ared to the correspondin8 no-blowln8 case;
however, for the coupled turbulent flow, it is fotmd that the surface radiative
heatin8 rates ere substantially increased and often exceed the corresponding
no-blmrin 8 values. Turbulence is found to have no effect on the surface
radiative heatin8 rates for the no-blmr£ns solutinn_. The present results
axe compared with the other a_ailabls solutions, and soma additional solutions
a._t presented.
INTln_UCTIOM
The entry probe for the MASLGalLleo mission to the planet Jupiter vili
encounter very severe aerodymmic hnatln6 due to axceedinsly hish entry
velociciu. A mstve heat shield will be required on the probe's surface
to protect the scientific instrunents frma this aerodymmic heattnS. To
reduce the uncertainties in the desisn of the heat shield, it is necessary
to accurately predict the entry aerothermal environment. Since it £8
I Research Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Ensineerins and
Mechanics, Old Dominion Unlverslt7, Norfolk, Virsinla 25508.
2 Eminent Professor, Department of Mechanical EnKineerlnE and Mechanics,
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extremely difficult co duplicate the entry envtrmment iu an exper/smntal
facility, the design of the heat shield for the _sliXeo probe relies primarily
on mulycicai predictions.
Xn order co predict the flov-f_tld accurately, one must mo_el all the
physical rhenoaana occurrtq in the flow. Per the Galileo proble, the 8aess
surroundin8 the probe forebody v_l have temperatures in the tense cf 10,000
Co 20,000 K, and the surface heat::Lns_JLX1he primarily due to radLstlve
htaCinS. Thls ur/.11 result in massive 8blmtlon of the probe's hast shield.
Noreov_r, the flou is expected co be mostly turbulent. The analytical
cechnlqus should include all the sheva-msattoned pheacmma in order to
accurately predict the surface bestiaS rates and other flov rAsaracterSsttcs.
Reference 1 presented laminar and curhelent floe-field solutions for
the analytic-shaped bodies (hyperbololds) us/as a nominal entry crsJeccory
for Junitar. The viscous shock:Layer analysin included coupled 8bLstinn
in._ecttout detaJ.led spectral calculation of rad_tive heatine, and
equlllbriun chen:LetzT. In reference 2, this analysin van further c,,,,td co
obta4n some coupled corbulent flow-field solutions for the forebody of s
45-dqree spherically blunted cone (Calileo-probe couftSUratlon) only 8t
certain r,tmes of the mm/m_ entry trajectory. No solution8 could bc obtained
for the laminar coupled flov field. Reference 3 has presented coupled
turbulent solutions for th_ GaJ.ileo probe usin8 an approzlsmte method vhich
assumes a shock shape s_d then predicts the bo_ shape. There still is a
8teat need for an analytical cech_Lque vh£ch can accurately predict the
coupled lsmlJutr and turbulent flow Zields for the trajectory. The purpose
of the present study yes co develop such • technique.
Zn reference h, • C/ne-ssymptottc, f:l.nice-difference nethod yes developed
co predict cbe forebody flov field past blunt axis_etric bodies, such as
spherically blunted cones, hyperboloids, etc., at zero and mull ankles of
ztt•ck. The method uses time-dependent, v_scous, shock-layer equations to
describe the flow field, The analysis wan nodtfted in reference 5 for the
lm_nar end Cu_bulanc flov of a radintln8 and reactin$ gas u.der chemical
equilibrium. Ic vas found in reference 6 chsc the method works well for both
the laminar and turbulent flows even in che presence of massive surface
blowiuS.
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The premmt tnvestijattou uses the above mmthed for obtaining the
and turbulmt flov-f/mld solutious for a 35-deSres hyp_rboloid end
8 45-dqrmt 8phetrtcLt_y blumtod cone (GaUlee probe sJml_). The 8n81ysis
/_.ludes coupZaI 8bLst£oa injection, detailed spectral calculaclon of
rs4Ltatlve hoat/l_, and aIuUlbr_ chaa/Jtry. The radiative heat transfer
and @qu_librim _rry caXculat/mm aye mmde using the sa_e cechnlques
used in referemce 1. The results of the present analysis eye co_8red with
tboet of ufor_w.e8 2 and 3, and additional solutions aye presented for
the comLtt£on8 for which reference 2 presents no solution.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
CA ablator mass fraction
Ci sums fracclon of species i, Oi/O
CL ms fraction of elesenc
R coral enchelpy, _/_2
h enchalpy of atxture, E Cih i1=1
_A euthalpy of undecomposed ablaclon macerlal
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n
number density of atomic hydrogen (partlcles/cm 3)
p pressu.-e, _I_=_'2
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q net radiative heeg flux i_ e-directiou, _10eV _
q component of radiative flux tovards the shock
R-
q component of radiative flux tow_r_ r_e vail
C
-qv convective heat flux to the t_all
R untver881 gas constant (J/_le°K)
R nose radius (n)
n
Re free-serum Reynolds nmaber, 0 V Rnlu =
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Sc Sclmidc number
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68 shock standoff distance, _s/Rn
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c normalized eddy viscosity, UT/_
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local body curvature, _R11
1 l+n_
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.. free-strems viscosit7 (N sec/n 2)
o. free-screm denei_r (kS/r,,3)
o Pr_dtl umber
oT turbulent Prsm_zl mmber
o $tdan Boltzmann constant
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( ) d/mmstonal quantities
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l Xch species
t LCh element
s 8hockvaXues
sub sublimtcion
v vail values
free-scrmmvaluag
-- values for the solid 8blaclon msterial ac the surface
o stagnation point
ANALYSIS
Governing EquaClons
The equaClon8 of motion for che laminar and turbulent flows of reactlng
Sag m_uccuree In chenLicalequilibrium are given in reference 5. These viscous
shock-layer-type equations are modified for the present analysis to include
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the elemenUcL couc_JauiCy equation uhtch is required here due to cbe surface
abLatlon £nJecclon. The 8overnlnR equac_ in cbe bod_--orl_otud coorCtnate
system (fi8. 1) for the flow ac zero m_le of attack are ezprentd u _'
where
0 Ou
Ou p + Ou2
U = _ Dv , H m our
pH- p 0uH
........ oC_ OuCt
Ov
Ouv - T
p + Ov2
0vH - + ¢ 3h
¢lu
--_-oR°•-i+J _° L_- iEi%_F_+qa
(L +° ) _cLpvC_ --JL • + ¢ -- Le Tore oT
6
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Q.; .trio toe e;+tl M+ il
JJedrll
s i,
CL - _ c_l4 _ Cll l ;l
and
T - u(Z + c+_/Ite()ul_n - _/X).
_bm above Iq-_,tionll ate not val_! at cbe _ of retry _bwte gl - 0. A
I_L_Lt_ I_o_ of the 8oTet=JJZl_equat_m8 Is obtataed at s - 0 by dt_fetlmtLattnl_
equation 11) _ltb t_mpect to • 4rodtalLta8 a l_tt aS 0- 0. The 1_ollo_La8
equat£emm8_ obtaJ_ed at the _ ot mc_:
_Uo _1_o _llo
-_" + T;'s+ -_". + Qo" 0 (z)
td_lttlt
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I o 2ou
_u p + 2,ou;
U - ;_ oV , N -- 2omF
O o
oll - p 2oua
oC_ 2ooc t
Dv
OLi_ - T
p + pv2
'o-' ,,,-e (_-_"°_ C
i
] M _C1 }t 1
ovCL .._ (Le + ¢+ a_LeT)..__u_C_
ov "1
2(our- T)
[-p + o(v 2 - u2)]
Oo o__*,*_'., - _-.T -_-_x
. 1+ ¢+ a - hi _+ q
- aile "_T t.e "_"n
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The equation of state is given by
p = _--_21PT (3)
Two independent variable transformations are applied to the governing
equations. The first transformation maps the computational domain into a
rectangular region in which both the shock and the body ; "emade boundary
, mesh lines. The seccnd tramsformation further maps the computational region
into another plane to allow higher resolution near the body surface without
any significant increase in the number of mesh points in the normal direction.
The details of these transformations are given in reference 4.
Boundary Conditions
No-slip boundary conditions are used at the surface. The wall temperature
and mass injection rate are either specified or calculated. The boundary
conditions at the shock are calculated by using the shock relations.
For the calculated mass injection conditions, the ablation process is
assumed to be quasi-steady and the wall temperature is the sublimation
temperature of the ablator surface. The coupled mass injection rate is then
given by
,4
t -2__2N /;=\ (")1 w
The sublimation temperature for the carbon-phenolic ablator is given by
5 5
-- = E Bl,jC -i + log Pw E 1
Tsub J = 1 J - i
5 ORIGINAL £,_u _ ._
+(_o__ )_ _ h,j_-_ oFPoo_QuAu_
• j-l
9
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wwhere Pw is the wall pressure in atmospheres and CA is the ablator mass
fraction at the wall. The values of Bi,j are given in table I. These
are applicable for a free-stream gas composition of 89 percent H2_ ii
percent He by volume, and for ablator mass fractions of 0.4 to 1.0.
For ablation injection, the elemental concentrations at the wall are
governed by convection and diffusion as given by the equation
R
The net r-,diative flux, q , can be represented as
R+q - q - q (7)
At the surface
% = e _ _ (8)w
The surface is treated as a gray surface with an assumed emissivity e of
0.8 and a reflectivlty of 0.0. The heat transferred to the wall duq to
conduction and diffusion is
1 (k_ T N _Cih
- \.. _- hi -Tfn/w (9)
Radiative Transport
R
The radiative flux, q , is calculated with the radiative transport
code P_D (refs. 7,8) which has been incorporated into the present computer code.
The gAD accounts for the effects of nongray self absorption, Molecular
band, continuum, and atomic line transitions are included. A detailed frequency
dependanc_ of the absorption coezfcients is used for integrating over the
radiation frequency spectrum, and the tangent slab approximation is used for
integrating over physical space. The chemical species considered in the
, present study for determlnin8 the radiative transport are H, H2, H+, e-, C, C2,
10
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C3, C  À C-,C0, 0, 0 2 , 0 x0-. The radiation properties used in thls
study for C2 and C3 ere those reported in references 9 and 10,
respectively.
Thermodynamic and Transport Properties
.The equilibriu_ composition is determined by a free energy minimization
calculation as developed in reference 11 and written for the present code in
reference 12. Thermodynamic properties for specific heat, enthalpy, and
free energy and transport properties for viscosity and thermal condactivity
are required for e_:h species considered. Values for the thermodynamic and
transport properties are obtained by using polyno_Lal curv,_# fits. Hixture
viscosity is obtalnea by ualng the seml-emplrlcal formula of Wilke (ref.
13).
Six chemical species are used to describe the hydrogen-helium gas
mixture: e-, H, H2, H+, He, and He+. Wlth carbon-phenollc injection, 13
addltional species are used: C, C2, C3, C+, C2H, C3H, C_H, C2H2, 0, 02, 0+,
CO, and C02. The Lewis nmnber and Prandtl number of the mixture are set
equal to i.i and 0.64, respectlvely.
Eddy-Vlscoslty Approximations
A two-layer, eddy-vlscoslty model consisting of an inner law based upon
Prandtl's mlxlng-length concept and the Clauser-Klebanoff expz_slon (based on
refs. 14 and 15) for the outer law is used In the present investlgarlon. This
model, introduced by Cebecl (ref. 16), assumes that the inner law Is appllcable
for the flow from the wall out to the location where the eddy viscosity given
by the inner law is equal to that of the outer law. The outer law is then
assumed applicable for the remainder of the vlscouq layer. It is noted that
the eddy viscosity degenerates to approximately zero in the Inviscld portion of
the shock layer. The degeneracy is expressed in terms of the normal Intermlttency
factor given by Klebanoff (ref. 15). Reference 2 gives a more detailed
description of the turbulence model and various expressions for it. The only
dLfference between the models used in the present calculations and that used
in reference 2 Is in the bound=ry-layer edge definition. The present analysis
uses the deflnitlon glven in reference 17, which is based on an index of
diffusion, conduction, and dissipation. The turbulent Prandtl number and Lewis
number are assumed to be 0.9 and 1.0, respectlveIy.
11
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METHOD OF SOLUTION
tlme-asymptotlc, t_o-step, flnite-dlfference method due eo HacCormack
(ref. 18) is used to solve the governing equations. The details of the
method are given in reference 4.
The calculations of eouillhrlum chemistry, radiative heat flux, and
eddy viscosity require a significant amount of computing time, and it is not
feasible to perform these calculations in each time-step. In the present
analysis, the eddy viscosity is calculated after every 25 time-steps, the
equilibrium chemistry after every 200 time-steps, and the radiative heat
flux after every 1,000 or 2,000 time-steps.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Forebody flow-fleld solutions and surface heating rates are presented for
a probe entering a nominal Jupiter atmosphere. Most of the results are
obtained for the flt_ past a 45-degree sphere-cone (the current Galileo
probe conflguration), but s sample calculatlcn is made for the flow past a
35-degree (asymptotic half angle) hyperbolold for comparison with the
existing results. The free-stream conditions correspond to a_ entry
trajectory into the Jupiter atmosphere where the at_ogpherlc gas model is
the Orton nominal atmosphere consisting of 89 percent of H_ and ii percent
He by volume (see ref. 2 for further details). These free-stream conditions
are taoulated in table 2. The nose radius of the probe is 0.3112 m.
In thi_ study, solutions are obtained for both laminar and turbulent
flows with and without coupled ablation injection. In all the turbulent
solutions, transition from laminar to turbulent flow is assumed to occur
instantaneously at the first mesh point a_ay from the stagnation point,
vhlch is at s - 0.157. Both laminar and turbulent solutions are compared with
the exiating results for the hyperbol_id, but only turbulent solutions are
available for the Sphere cone.
Figures 2 and 3 show the surface heatlng rates with and without coupled
ablation injection for the sphere-cone at 111.3 sec. It is seen from figure 2
that the turbulence has no effect on the radiative heating rates for no-injection,
12
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" but the turbulent convective heating races are much higher than the laminar
convective heating races, as is seen from figure 3. The radiative heating
rates for the coupled laminar flow are significantly reduced all over the
body and the convective heating races are negligible. However, the radiative
heating races for the coupled turbulent flow are seen to increase again as
compared to the coupled laminar flow and, in fact, are even higher than the
no-injection radiative heating races on the conical portion of the probe.
This adverse effect of turbulence on the radiative heatlng rates was first
reported in reference 2. The coupled turbulent convective heating races also
increase but still are only a small fraction of the corresponding radiative
heating races. Thus, it is concluded from figure 2 that the coupled turbulent
radiative heating races are critical for the design of the probe's heat shield.
The enhancement of the radiative heating races due to turbulence will be
discussed later.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of coupled radiative heating races for the
laminar and turbulent glows over the 35-degree h_erboloid with reference 2.
It is seen that the present laminar radiative heating races are about 5 co
10 percent higher and the present turbulent radiative heating races are about
20 percent higher than Chose predicted in reference 2. This difference is
partially due to the fact that, in reference 2, the mass injection rate at a
particular body station is calculated by using the heating race at che previous
body station. Jince the heating races over the body are seen to decrease
with increasing body distance, the mas, injection rate at a particular body
station used in reference 2 is higher than it should be if the heating rate at
chat same body station is used. This higher mass injection rate results in
a slight decrease in the radiative heating race. Ths present analysis uses
the heating race at the same body station at which the mass injection rate
is being calculated. Another difference between the present results and chose
of reference 2 is chat the present analysis does not predict any overshoot in
the turbulent radiative heating races nea_ the stagnation region.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of the corzespondins surface mass injection
races. _t is seen that although the present laminar radiac]ve heating races are
slightly higher than Chose in reference 2, the pres,nt surface mass in_ection
races are still lower. This is dzrectly due to the reason givan earlier. The
present turbulent mass injection races are higher on the downstream part of
13
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th_ body, but the difference is not as much as it was between the radlatlve
heating races. This decrease in the difference in the mass injection rates
is also due to the reason discussed earlier.
Shock standoff distances are compared in figure 6. The present analysis
predicts about i0 percent hlg|.__shock standoff distances for the turbulent
flow, but the shock s_andoff distances for the laminar flow compare well.
All the results presented below are for the flow past a sphere cone.
Figures 7 and 8 show the coupled laminar and turbulent radiative heating
races and surface mass injection races at 111.3 sec. The results of reference
2 are also plotted for comparison. It is seen that the present results are
about 10 to 15 percent higher on the conical portlon of the probe. Unlike
reference 2, the present heatlng races and mass inJectlon races gradually
decrease on the nose portlon of the probe. No comparison could be made for
the coupled lamlnar flow as the method of reference 2 does not work for the
coupled laminar flow past a sphere cone.
Figure 9 shows the surface pressure dlstr!buClon for the coupled lamlnar
and _urbulent flows at 111.3 sec along with the surface pressure distribution
predicted in reference 2 for the coupled turbulent flow. It is seen from the
present results that the surface blowing amoothes out the effect of curvature
discontinuity at the Juncture point of the probe. The surface pressures
for the turbulent flow as predicted by the two analyses compare well in the
nose region and on the conical portlon of the puobe, but the results of
reference 2 show a sharp decrease and then increase in the pressure around
the Juncture point. This behavior of the surface pressure in the presence
of massive surface blowing is not physlcally expected.
Figures 10 and ii show the coupled laminar and turbulent radiative
heating rates at 109 and 107.2 seconds. The method of reference 2 fails to
work for these trajectory points, but coupled turbulent radiative heating
rates are given In reference 3. The present radiative heating rates are
about 25 percent higher than those predlcted in references 3. Figure 12 shows
the correspondln 8 mass injection rates. The nondimenslonaJ mass injection
race m is maximum for 107.2 sec out of the three trajectory points
considered in the present analysls. For other trajectory points, m is also
14
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expected to be lower than for 107.2 sec. Since the present me_hod worked well
for 107.2 sec, it should be able to provide solutions at any point on the
trajectory given in table 2.
Figures 13 through 16 show the effect of turbulence on the shock layer.
It is seen from these figures that the turbulence siEnific3ntly changes the
structure of the shock layer. The profiles of reference 2 for the turbulent
flow are also plotted for comparison. In general, the present flow profiles
show distributions similar to those in reference 2. Tangentlal veloclt7 and
temperature profiles are shown in figures 13 and 14. These profiles show
the same behavior as observed in reference 6 in the presence of massive
surface blowlng. The gradients near the surface significantly increase for
the turbulent flow and t,_eturbulence brings the high-temperature gases closer
to the surface. Figure 15 shows that, for the turbulent flow, the ablation
layer (the portion of the shock layer in which the ablation products are
dominantly present) is much thicker, but the concentration of the ablation
products is decreased due to enhanced diffusion. Figure 16 shows the number
density distributions of C2 and C3 for lemlnar and turbulent flows. It
is seen that the number densities of C2 and C3 for the turbulent flow are
siEnlflcantly reduced as compared to the corresponding laminar val,:es.
The high temperatures near the surface for the turbulent flow dissociate these
molecules, thus reducing their concentrations. It is shown in reference 10
that C2 and C3 are the main radlation-absorbing molecules for 3ovlan entr7
conditions. Thus, the turbulence has an adverse effect on the effectiveness
of the ablation species to absorb radiation.
CONCLUSIONS
A time-dependent, flnlte-difference method is used to develop a code for ,.
solving the coupled laminar and turbulent flows over the forebody of a probe
entering a nominal Jupiter a_mosphere. Soluulons are obtained for both a
35-degree hyperbolold and a 45-degree sphere cone. Detailed comparisons are
made with the existing results. It is found that the present code works well
for bo_h the coupled laminar and turbulent flows at all the trajectory points.
The code used in reference 2 works well for both the coupled laminar and
turbulent flows over a hyperbolold, but it works only for the coupled turbulent
15
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flows over a sghere cone. Even for the coupled turbulent flows, it does
not work at several trajectory points where the nondimensional injection
rates are very high, such as at 109 or 107.2 sec. The present code uses
the heating rate at the same point for which the injection rate is being
calculated, whereas in reference 2 the heating rate at the previous mesh
point is used.
The turbulence is found to alter the structure of the shock layer in
such a way that the effectiveness of the ablation layer is significantly
reduced. The present analysis supports the finding of reference 2, in which
the coupled radiative heating rates exceed even the no-injection values on
the conical portion of the body. The present coupled, turbulent, radiative
heating rates have the maxlmmavalue at the stagnation point, whereas the
results of references 2 and 3 show the maximum to be slightly downstream of
the stagnation point. The surface pressures predicted by the present analysis
appear to be more physically plauslble In the presence of massive surface
blowing than those in reference 2, where a very sharp dip occurs around the
sphere-cone Juncture point. Detailed flow-field profiles are similar to
those in reference 2, but there are differences in the magnitude.
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Table 1. Subllmation temperature coefficients.
J
Coefficients
1 2 3 4 5
Bi, j 5552 -20184 53058 -57933 23243
B_,j 1798 -12049 30145 -32045 12457
B3, j 322 - 2208 5270 - 5450 2092
Table 2. Free-scream conditions.
m
Time from Altitude V • o.
entry point (km) (km/sec) (kg/m 3)(.ec)
99.9 195.56 48.07 2.65"10 -5
103.9 169.57 46.96 7.19"10 -s
107.2 149.10 46.83 1.64"10 TM
109.0 138.60 42.88 1.54"10 TM
110.2 131.90 41.16 3.38"10 TM
111.3 126.05 39.29 4.36_10TM
112.2 121.49 37.52 5.34"10TM
113.5 115.31 34.67 7.02"10TM
114.2 112.20 33.01 8.05"I0TM
115.3 107.63 30.31 9.89"10TM
116.4 103.45 27.54 1.20"10-3
117.4 100.00 25.07 1.41"10-3
i
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FIsure 1. Coordlnace system. ?_./,,,.
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Figure 2. Effecc of coupled carbon-phenolic injection on radiative
heaclng races for a 45-degree sphere cone aC 111.3 sec.
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Figure 3, Effect o_ coupled carbon-phenolic inJecCion on convective
heaCinS races for s 45-degree sphere cone ac 111.3 sec.
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Figure 4. Comparlson of coupled radlatlve heatlng rates for a
35-degree hyperbolold at 111.3 sec.
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Figure 5. Comparison of _oupled carbon-phenolic mass injection races
for a ]5-degree hTperboloid at 111.3 sec.
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Figure 6. Comparison of shock shapes for a 35,-degree hyperboloid
at 111.3 sec.
i
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Flgur_ 7. Comparison of coupled radiative heating ratee for a
45-degree sphere cone at 111.3 sec.
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Figure 8. Comparison of coupled carbon-phenolic mass injection
rates for a 45-degree sphere cone at 111.3 sec.
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Fisure 9. Comparison of surface pressure distribution for a 45-degree
sphere cone at 111.3 sec.
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Figurei0. Comparisonof coupledradiativeheatingratesfor a 45-degree
sphereconeat 109 sec.
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Figure 11. Comparison of coupled radiative heating rates for a 45-degree
sphere cone at 107.2 sec.
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Figure 12. Coupled carbon-phenollc mass injection rates for a 45-degree
sphere cone.
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FSgure 13. Comparisonof turbulent tangentialvelocity profi'lesat
s - 1.8 fo:"a 45-degree sphere cone at 111.3 sec.
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Flsure 14. Comparison of turbulent temperature proflles at s - 1.8 for
a 45-desree sphere cone at 111.3 sec.
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Figure 15. Effect of turbulence on ablatlon ,,ass fraction profile at
s - 1.8 for a 45-deEree sphere cone at 111.3 sec.
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F18ure 16. Effect of turbulence on concentrations of major radlatlon
absorbers at s - 1.8 for a 45-degree sphere cone at 111.3 sec.
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